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Of all the basic human traits that scammers attack, greed can be the one they target the most. These scams tend to follow the pattern of promising a huge gain for a relatively small investment. This is the old something for nothing approach. Many scammers use email to spread the scam around. This allows the
scammer to send hundreds of thousands - if not millions - of e-mail messages to potential victims. Even if the success rate is a fraction of that number, the payout for the scammer can be huge. When you see an offer online, really take some time to think about it. A little critical thinking can often save you money and
frustration. Don't rely on the links or testimonials attached to the offer itself. Look elsewhere to independently verify that the offer is valid. Some may be genuine offers, while others may try to lure you into a pyramid scheme or pump-and-dump scam. Advertising Some common scam indicators include: An emergency call
like: You need to act now! A promise of huge profits in a short period of timeOveruse of buzzwords and jargonClaims of insider information or confidential data scammers will try to take advantage of anything to convince you to hand over money. Recently, some crooks have even claimed to represent the U.S.
government. Scammers send messages to potential victims who claim to offer part of the economic recovery plan to help them during the recession [source: Hruska]. Some potential victims have turned the tide on the crooks. A website called 419 Eater urges people who have encountered scams to return the favor with
scambaiting. The site defines scambaiting as luring crooks in matching drawn-out in an effort to waste their time and resources. Some have gone so far as to convince the crooks to travel the other side of the world or even to carve a replica of a wooden Commodore 64 computer! It turns out that scammers are just as
vulnerable to greed as their victims. Stay on alert, don't believe everything you read and always think before you click. To learn more about scams, take a look at the links on the next page. Sometimes there are more obvious signs revealing fake reviews online, but product manufacturers are becoming more creative. As
the New York Times points out, sometimes you need to dig a little deeper into the real language to detect an impostor. Online reviews have changed the way we shop, and especially for the better. We are definitely more ... Read moreWhat words and phrases do you want to search? high singular, verbs and first-person
adverbs tend to be indicators, but you'll also want to keep an eye on the details. References to the people with whom the exam was (e.g., my husband or my family) and the exact details of the product or service of the exam (e.g. The Superawesome Hotel in Downtown Chicago or My First Autopsy Playkit) occurred more
often in false comments than in real reviews. In fact indicators tended to be the strongest (with the use of the singular in the first person). While you can never really know for sure, if you are concerned about the confidence of an exam, you may want to look for these criteria. Hit up the Times for a look at the full
infographic, and check out this study for a little more reading. Is this wrong review? | New York Times You can follow Adam Dachis, the author of this post, on Twitter, Google, and Facebook. Twitter is the best way to contact it, too. Photo (c) ipopba - Getty ImagesA new study by researchers at the University of Southern
California has found that experts may have even more difficulty detecting artificial intelligence (AI) in the upcoming elections because technological advances have made these false accounts much more humane. For the study, the researchers compared and contrasted the differences between bots in the 2016 and 2018
elections. They found that bots copy the actions of human users on social media. Our study further supports this idea that there is an arms race between bots and detection algorithms, Ferrara said. As social media companies work harder to mitigate abuse and stifle automated accounts, bots are evolving to mimic human
strategies. Advances in AI allow bots to produce more humane content. Increasingly human BotsThe researchers have sought to understand how bot technology has evolved over time by analyzing nearly 250,000 social media users who used their accounts to discuss everything related to the 2016 and 2018
elections.They learned that 30,000 of the 250,000 users were bots posing as humans.They learned that 30,000 of the 250,000 users were bots pretending to be humans. , and their social media game certainly got more advanced over time. The researchers found that bots mimicked human behavior in both election years
by adapting their communication styles to appear more human to other online users. In the 2016 elections, retweeting was popular among bots and humans, as the goal was to draw a lot of attention to a specific idea. By 2018, however, social media trends had changed, and users were less retweeting and had chosen to
share their own ideas about their accounts - bots included. The researchers hypothesized that these fake accounts sought to appear more reputable to other social media users by doing everything possible not to raise suspicions about the legitimacy of their accounts. By the time of the 2018 election, bots had started
creating polls on Twitter and were more likely to engage with users in responses/mentions to establish what appeared to be their own unique voices and opinions. In the future, researchers hope that work can be done to better detect which accounts are fake and which are real to ensure that humans only interact with
other humans on social media. We need to do more to understand how bots evolve and how the most sophisticated can be detected, Ferrara said. With the next U.S. election in 2020, the integrity of social media is of paramount importance in enabling a democratic process free of outside influence. Twitter is doing its part
this year, Twitter has unveiled its latest initiative that would help protect users from spam. In an effort to deny spam accounts, the social media platform has made it harder for users to create new accounts in 2018. More recently, it has limited the number of accounts that users can track in a 24-hour period. Previously,
users could track up to 1,000 new accounts a day, but Twitter has reduced that number to 400. Follow, unfollow, follow, unfollow. Who's doing this? Spammers. So we're changing the number of accounts you can track each day from 1,000 to 400. Don't worry, everything will be fine, Twitter said. The use of screening tests
to detect early cancers provides patients with better opportunities for more effective treatment with fewer side effects. Patients whose cancers are detected early and treated in a timely manner are more likely to survive these cancers than those whose cancers are not detected before the onset of symptoms. While there
are obvious benefits to screening, screening tests also carry risks. Not all screening tests are helpful and most have risks. It is important to know the risks associated with the test and whether it has been shown to improve your chances of surviving cancer. This section describes trends in the use of breast, cervical, colon
and lung screening tests, which have been found to accurately detect cancers for certain age groups and may increase the chances of survival. This section also describes trends in prostate screening tests; however, the highest score given to prostate cancer screening by the US Preventive Services Task Force
(USPSTF) is Category C, which means that for men aged 55 to 69, the decision to undergo periodic prostate-specific antigen (PSA) screening for prostate cancer should be individual, and that before deciding whether to be screened , men should have the opportunity to discuss the potential benefits and harms of
screening with their clinician. Prostate Cancer Screening for Breast, Cervical and Colorectal Cancer It's now easier to spot fake messages online thanks to a new study by cybersecurity researchers at the University of Texas in San Antonio. By sifting through comments, comment threads and tweets, researchers have
developed a method to detect astroturfing — the practice of a single user, bot or organization displaying with multiple accounts in the to make support. Businesses have been there for years. Politicians are some of the recent culprits. In our first study, we captured user posts from online news and opinion websites with
moderate discussion for a while, lead author Kim-Kwang Raymond Choo told Digital Trends. Choo and his team have identified users' particular writing styles and built profiles around them. We found that the experimental results yield accurate results on public public paternity for one, Choo said. Although the researchers
were able to identify individual users, they initially found no consistency between accounts. There was little information indicating that there were astroturfers among the authors evaluated. But the researchers realized that they might need to expand their sample size to detect subtle linguistic signatures that signal
astroturfing. As part of a follow-up study with new and broader sources, they were able to identify a number of users who operated various accounts both openly and disguised. It is difficult for an individual to completely hide the writing style in the text, Choo said, so it is plausible to identify them through an individual's
writing styles by methods such as those reported in our studies. Choo believes that these methods can be used to reduce various forms of corporate and political astroturfing, but also sees applications in areas like counter-terrorism, as terrorists often spread their influence on various accounts. It may be some time before
the method is once applied, however. Further research is needed to examine and refine them to ensure that the actual basic posters are not mislabeled as astroturfers. Editors' Recommendations
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